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Abstra t. The Border Gateway Proto ol (BGP) is a fundamental omponent of the urrent Internet infrastru ture. Due to the inherent trust
relationship between peers, ontrol of a BGP router ould enable an atta ker to redire t traÆ allowing man-in-the-middle atta ks or to laun h
a large-s ale denial of servi e. It is known that BGP has weaknesses that
are fundamental to the proto ol design. Many solutions to these weaknesses have been proposed, but most require resour e intensive ryptographi operations and modi ations to the existing proto ol and router
software. For this reason, none of them have been widely adopted. However, the threat ne essitates an e e tive, immediate solution.
We propose a system that is apable of dete ting mali ious inter-domain
routing update messages through passive monitoring of BGP traÆ . This
approa h requires no proto ol modi ations and utilizes existing monitoring infrastru ture. The te hnique relies on a model of the autonomous
system onne tivity to verify that route advertisements are onsistent
with the network topology. By identifying anomalous update messages,
we prevent routers from a epting invalid routes. Utilizing data provided
by the Route Views proje t, we demonstrate the ability of our system to
distinguish between legitimate and potentially mali ious traÆ .
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1 Introdu tion
Resear h in network se urity is mainly fo used on the se urity of end hosts. Little
attention has been paid to the underlying devi es and proto ols of the network
itself. This has hanged with the emergen e of su essful atta ks against the
infrastru ture of the global Internet that resulted in major servi e interruptions.
The servi es to handle the translation between domain names and IP addresses
(su h as the Domain Name System) and proto ols to fa ilitate the ex hange
of rea hability information (su h as routing proto ols) have been re ognized as
essential to orre t network operation.
The Internet an be des ribed as an inter onne ted olle tion of autonomous
domains or lo al networks, ea h of whi h is subje t to the administrative and
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te hni al poli y of a single organization. There exist two types of routing protools: intra-domain and inter-domain routing proto ols. The task of intra-domain
routing proto ols is to ensure that hosts inside a single domain or lo al network
an ex hange traÆ . The goal of inter-domain routing proto ols, on the other
hand, is to ex hange rea hability information between su h domains. This enables hosts to ommuni ate with peers that are lo ated in di erent networks.
There are several di erent intra-domain proto ols used today (e.g., RIP [19℄,
OSPF [22℄), while the Border Gateway Proto ol (BGP) is the de fa to standard
for inter-domain routing.
Version 4 of the Border Gateway Proto ol was introdu ed in RFC 1771 [28℄.
It spe i es an inter-autonomous system routing proto ol for IP networks. The
de nition given for an autonomous system (AS) is \a set of routers under a
single te hni al administration, using an interior gateway proto ol and

ommon

metri s to route pa kets within the AS, and using an exterior gateway proto ol

".
The basi fun tion of BGP is to enable autonomous systems to ex hange
rea hability information that allows so- alled BGP speakers to build an internal
model of AS onne tivity. This model is used to forward IP pa kets that are
destined for re eivers lo ated in other ASes. The proto ol in ludes information
with ea h rea hability message that spe i es the autonomous systems along ea h
advertised path, allowing implementations to prune routing loops. In addition,
BGP supports the aggregation of path information (or routes) and utilizes CIDR
( lassless inter-domain routing) to de rease the size of the routing tables.
The proto ol operates by having BGP speakers, usually routers, in di erent
ASes ex hange routing information with their BGP peers in the neighboring
ASes. In addition to announ ing its own routes, a BGP speaker also relays routing information re eived from its peers. By doing this, routing information is
propagated to all BGP speakers throughout the Internet. The two basi operations of the BGP proto ol are the announ ement and the withdrawal of a route.
The routing data itself is ex hanged in UPDATE messages. Although BGP de nes
three other message types, none of these are dire tly related to the routing proess. A route onsists of a set of IP pre xes (stored in the NLRI { network layer
rea hability information {
eld of an UPDATE message), together with a set of
attributes. When a route is announ ed, the sending BGP speaker informs the
re eiver that the IP pre xes spe i ed in the NLRI eld are rea hable through
the sending AS. The withdrawal pro ess revokes a previous announ ement and
de lares ertain IP pre xes as no longer rea hable via the AS. The most important attribute of an announ ement is the AS PATH. It spe i es the path (i.e., the
sequen e of autonomous systems) that the route announ ement has previously
traversed before rea hing that AS. Other attributes give information about the
origin of a route or indi ate whether routes have been aggregated at a previous
AS.
Re ently, a se urity analysis of BGP [23℄ and related threat models [5℄ pointed
out two major areas of vulnerabilities of the inter-domain routing pro ess.
to route pa kets to other ASes
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One area in ludes threats that emanate from outsiders. Outsiders an disrupt
established BGP peer onne tions and thereby laun h denial of servi e atta ks.
They do not have privileges to in uen e the routing infrastru ture dire tly, but
an attempt to gain a ess to (break into) a legitimate router or impersonate a
trusted BGP peer. Threats at this level usually do not aim at the routing proto ol
design but at the implementation level, in whi h bugs or vulnerabilities in routing
software an be exploited to rash a ma hine or to elevate one's privileges. It
might also be possible to bypass the authenti ation s heme to impersonate a
legitimate BGP peer.
When an outsider is su essful in ompromising a trusted ma hine or an
atta ker already is in legitimate ontrol of su h a router, the fo us shifts to dire t
threats from BGP peers. This area in ludes problems that o ur when routers
that legitimately parti ipate in the routing infrastru ture mali iously (or by
a ident) insert in orre t routing information. This an be the announ ement of
false IP address origins or invalid AS paths. Atta ks at this level primarily fo us
on vulnerabilities in the routing proto ol design and exploit the fa t that there
exists a signi ant level of trust between BGP peering partners. Invalid updates
an propagate despite message ltering performed by many ASes, be ause it is
often impossible to evaluate the validity of an update message given only lo al
information. This might lead to worst- ase s enarios where a single mali ious or
mis on gured router in uen es the routing state of the whole Internet.
We propose a te hnique that is apable of dete ting mali ious BGP updates
utilizing geographi al lo ation data from the whois database and the topologi al information of an AS onne tivity graph. By passively monitoring UPDATE
messages, the onne tivity graph is onstru ted by onne ting two autonomous
systems if traÆ an be dire tly ex hanged between them. Using this graph,
we lassify all autonomous system nodes as either ore or periphery nodes. In
general, ore nodes represent the autonomous systems of the Internet ba kbone
(su h as large ISPs) while periphery nodes orrespond to lo al providers, ompanies or universities. An important observation is that periphery AS nodes that
are dire tly onne ted to ea h other are also lose in terms of geographi distan e. In most ases, peripheral autonomous systems have at most a few links
to ore nodes to obtain onne tivity to distant networks and additionally peer
only with partners in their geographi neighborhood. This observation leads to
the determination that a valid AS PATH ontains at most a single sequen e of
ore nodes, whi h must appear onse utively. That is, a path that has traversed
ore nodes and enters a periphery node never returns to the ore of the graph.
By he king the AS PATH attribute of update messages, we an determine if the
sequen e of autonomous systems satis es the onstraints di tated by our observations and dete t violations.
The stru ture of the paper is as follows. Se tion 2 presents related resear h
in the area of routing se urity. Se tion 3 introdu es the underlying threat model
and dis usses the atta ks the system is designed to dete t. Se tion 4 and Se tion 5 explain our proposed dete tion te hniques. Se tion 6 provides experimen3

tal validation of important assumptions and reports on the results of our system.
Se tion 7 outlines future work and Se tion 8 brie y on ludes.

2 Related Work
Mu h resear h e ort has fo used on the se urity issues of intra-domain routing
proto ols [24, 27, 4, 30℄ and systems that perform intrusion dete tion for RIP [12,
21℄ as well as for OSPF [12, 26℄ have been proposed.
In ontrast to intra-domain proto ols, resear h on inter-domain proto ols
has on entrated on BGP, and its apparent weaknesses. Several authors have
proposed extensions to the BGP proto ol [14, 30℄ that attempt to authenti ate
routing information by means of ryptography. These modi ations aim at ountering threats from BGP peers that inje t bogus information into the routing
pro ess, exploiting the fa t that this information annot be veri ed and, therefore, has to be trusted.
The most well-known approa h is alled the Se ure Border Gateway Proto ol
(S-BGP) [13, 14℄ and operates as follows. During the propagation of an UPDATE
message from AS to AS, ea h member on the path appends its information to
the message and ryptographi ally signs the result before passing it along. This
allows everyone in the hain to verify that the NLRI information is orre t and
that the update has a tually traversed the autonomous systems that appear
in the AS PATH attribute. Unfortunately, this solution requires a publi key infrastru ture in pla e that assigns publi keys to all parti ipating autonomous
systems. Be ause it annot be expe ted that S-BGP will be adopted by all ASes
simultaneously, it is ne essary to be ba kward ompatible with BGP. Hen e,
during the transition phase, an atta ker might send information using the old
proto ol. In ase of plain BGP updates, the level of trust in the in luded routing
information is set by the site poli y. The obvious risk is that su h poli ies will
often default to a epting the normal BGP update, espe ially in the beginning
of the hange-over.
A major drawba k of S-BGP and related s hemes is the requirement to apply hanges to the existing proto ol. Su h hanges not only imply a huge ost as
hardware devi es need to be upgraded, but there is also a relu tan e to swit h
to designs that are not proven to work e e tively on a large s ale. Currently,
it is not lear whether S-BGP will eventually take hold or how long the ne essary transition phase will last. In [9℄, Goodell et al. highlight the fa t that
existing BGP se urity approa hes have not been widely deployed. The authors
onsider the proto ols' limited ability to be in rementally deployed, the high
omputational osts and the infeasibility of modifying the vast installed base
of BGP software as the main ontributors to the slow rate of adoption. Re ognizing these limits, a proto ol (ASRAP { autonomous system routing authority
proto ol) that an be in rementally deployed in parallel to the existing routing
infrastru ture is proposed. Similar to S-BGP, this proto ol allows autonomous
systems to verify routing updates. Unlike S-BGP, however, the UPDATE messages
themselves are not modi ed. Instead, ea h parti ipating AS has to provide an
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ASRAP servi e that an be queried by others to verify transmitted routing updates. The authors themselves realize that the su ess of their solution requires
AS administrators to install su h servi es and maintain an additional database,
initially without re eiving any obvious bene t. Even if su h a solution is eventually realized, it would take a onsiderable amount of time until a majority of
ASes support ASRAP. In the meantime, however, there is a need to provide a
me hanism that an help routers to de ide whether information re eived in update messages appears suspi ious or not. This fun tionality is provided by our
te hniques to verify route updates.

3 Threats from BGP Peers
Threats from BGP peers have their origin in the trust a router has to pla e
in the information it re eives from its peers. The proto ol standard does not
in lude or suggest any me hanism to verify this information { that is, the routing
data. Therefore, a mali ious or mis on gured router an propagate invalid route
advertisements or route withdrawals virtually without restri tions.
The most important information in a routing UPDATE message onsists of
the rea hability information in the NLRI eld and the AS PATH attribute. The
NLRI eld spe i es the IP address blo ks that are either announ ed as rea hable
through a route or that are withdrawn as unrea hable at this point in time. The
AS PATH attribute enumerates the autonomous systems that have to be traversed
to rea h the announ ed address blo ks. This is needed to prevent routing loops
but an also be used to make routing de isions based on poli y or performan e
metri s. For example, when re eiving a route to the same target IP address via
multiple routes, the shorter one (as represented by less intermediate entries in
the AS PATH attribute) an be hosen.
As neither the rea hability information nor the path attribute an be validated by a BGP peer re eiving an UPDATE message, a mali ious router is able
to
1. spe ify an invalid AS path to an IP blo k so that the path in ludes the
mali ious AS itself (i.e., invalid AS path announ ement).
2. announ e that it ontrols an IP blo k that it has no authority over (i.e., IP
Address ownership violation).
Su h mali ious inje tions an ause traÆ to be routed to the mali ious AS
while legitimate sites be ome unrea hable. This enables the atta ker to perform
man-in-the-middle atta ks or to laun h a large-s ale denial of servi e.
Although many ISPs employ lters to dis ard invalid route updates, these
me hanisms do not provide suÆ ient prote tion. This is on rmed by the ontinuous o urren es of in idents [7, 15, 16, 18℄ where invalid BGP updates are
a epted, leading to large s ale loss of onne tivity. The following two se tions
des ribe dete tion te hniques that are apable of identifying updates that are
suspi ious in the two ways enumerated above.
5

4 Dete tion of invalid AS Path Announ ements
An invalid AS path is an AS PATH entry in an UPDATE message that announ es
a potential route to a ertain IP address range, although the route does not
exist. The AS path spe i es the sequen e of autonomous systems that a route
announ ement has previously traversed and des ribes a potential route to the
destination IP addresses in the NLRI eld. When a mali ious AS rafts an update
message with an invalid AS path, it o ers a route to the advertised IP destinations that does not exist. Su h update messages mislead other ASes, ausing
them to send traÆ to the mali ious AS and enabling the aforementioned manin-the-middle and denial of servi e atta ks.
It is infeasible to determine the validity of an AS path that has not been
observed before by solely analyzing single BGP update messages. Consider a
mali ious AS that advertises a dire t route through itself to the address blo k
that it intends to hija k. The update message is rafted su h that it appears to
originate from the vi tim AS and an AS that re eives su h a message annot tell
whether a new, legitimate onne tion has been established or whether the route
is invalid.
4.1

AS Conne tivity Graph

The required additional information that enables us to analyze AS PATH entries
is obtained from the topology of the AS onne tivity graph. This graph is only
based on autonomous systems and the links between them. We do not onsider
single routers. We observe that ea h AS, in addition to having authority over
a set of IP address blo ks, is onne ted to a set of neighboring autonomous
systems. The idea is that these inter-AS onne tions an be extra ted or, to be
more pre ise, suÆ iently well approximated from pro essing UPDATE messages.
The AS onne tivity graph is a graph G that onsists of a set of n verti es
fv1 ; v2 ; : : : ; vn g, ea h representing a di erent autonomous system. Ea h vertex
is labeled with a unique identi er that represents the 16-bit autonomous system
number that is assigned to organizations by their responsible Internet number
registry (e.g., Ameri an Registry for Internet Numbers { ARIN [2℄). Ea h node
vi
an be onne ted to zero or more other verti es fvj ; : : : ; vk g by undire ted
edges feij ; : : : ; eik g. An edge (or link) eij represents a dire t network onne tion
between the autonomous systems represented by vi and vj su h that routers
lo ated in those systems an ex hange traÆ without having to traverse another
autonomous system. Conne tions between ASes manifest themselves as adja ent
AS numbers in the AS PATH attributes of UPDATE messages. More pre isely, they
an be retrieved from sequen e segments of AS PATH attributes.
In addition to sequen e segments that show the exa t trail of a route update,
an AS PATH attribute an also ontain AS sets. AS set segments store autonomous
systems in an arbitrary fashion and ommonly appear in the announ ement of
aggregated routes. Aggregated routes are utilized to de rease the size of routing
tables and are reated by an AS that does not forward BGP update messages
from its peers immediately. Instead, it olle ts these messages and merges their
6

address sets into a single blo k. The AS then announ es the resulting blo k,
essentially laiming that it owns the aggregated address spa e. In most ases,
however, there is no single AS path that leads to all the aggregated IP address
destinations and the AS PATH attributes have to be merged as well. This is done
by ombining all autonomous systems into the unordered olle tion of AS numbers alled AS set. This AS set is then used as new AS PATH attribute.
The AS set is needed to prevent routing loops. If the sets were omitted and
the aggregating router announ ed a path originating at the lo al AS, the route
might be propagated ba k to one of the autonomous systems that originally
announ ed parts of the aggregated route. This AS would be unable to determine
that it has previously announ ed parts of that aggregated route itself and might
install or forward the update instead of dis arding it. Although the omission of
the AS sets when propagating aggregated routes is bad pra ti e and might lead
to routing loops, it is the default setting in Cis o's BGP implementation. When
an AS set is en ountered in the AS PATH attribute, no onne tivity information
an be retrieved from it.
Several previous studies of the BGP topology [11, 20, 32℄ have utilized data
extra ted from BGP routing tables or BGP update messages. The resulting
graphs have proven to be useful in determining orresponden e between IP
addresses, pre xes and ASes. A ommon lassi ation in this resear h distinguishes between ore and periphery nodes of the onne tivity graph. A ording
to [10℄, the ore onsists of international, national and North Ameri an regional
providers while the periphery orresponds to metropolitan area providers, ompanies and universities. In [33℄, the ore and the periphery nodes are alled
transfer and stub nodes, respe tively. The authors state that the onne tivity
graph is hierar hi al with transfer nodes being highly inter onne ted while stub
nodes atta h to at most a few other stub nodes and have one or two links to
transfer nodes.
Both studies utilize the node degree (i.e., the number of neighbors or links
to other nodes) as a distinguishing riteria to lassify ASes as either ore or
periphery systems. Following this observation, we adapted a te hnique des ribed
in [6℄ to determine the ore nodes of the AS graph. The algorithm operates by
su essively pruning nodes from the graph that have a degree of two or less (i.e.,
nodes that have at most two onne tions to the remaining nodes in the graph).
The pruning is ontinued until no more nodes an be removed, and ea h removed
node is lassi ed as periphery. Note that ea h node of the graph an be evaluated
multiple times as the pruning progresses. It is possible that the number of links
of a node with a degree greater than two is redu ed due to other nodes that
are removed from the onne tivity graph. When the algorithm terminates, all
remaining nodes are lassi ed as ore nodes. This pro ess labels between 10%
an 15% of all autonomous systems as ore nodes, a nding that is in agreement
with the two studies mentioned above [10, 33℄ as well as results reported in [8℄.
For exa t results obtained for a sele tion of data sets, see Se tion 6.
Other methods [8, 31℄ to lassify autonomous systems are possible and might
improve our dete tion results. In our work, however, we have hosen the straight7

forward approa h presented in [6℄ and leave the assessment of alternative lassiation algorithms for future work.
When the ore and periphery nodes of the onne tivity graph have been
determined, the omplete AS onne tivity graph an be de omposed into lusters
of periphery nodes. This de omposition is a hieved by removing all ore nodes
from the graph. The resulting graph is no longer onne ted { instead it onsists
of many small groups of inter onne ted periphery nodes. These groups no longer
have paths between them. This an be expe ted, as the ore nodes represent the
ba kbone of the Internet that provides the links between olle tions of smaller
networks. A set (or group) of periphery nodes where ea h node is rea hable from
every other node in the set via at least one path is alled a luster. Note that
the path between nodes in a luster may ontain intermediate nodes. It is not
ne essary that ea h node in a luster has a dire t link to every other node. One
exemplary luster of six ASes lo ated around Toronto in Ontario, Canada is
shown in Figure 1. The distan es between individual autonomous systems range
from 0 kilometers, when two ASes are in the same town (here Toronto), to 238
kilometers. The gure also shows four uplinks that onne t ASes to ore nodes
(su h as the link from AS 2767 { AT&T Canada to AS 7018 { AT&T WorldNet).

Core nodes

AS19737
Military College of
Canada

AS7018
AT&T
WorldNet

AS18621
Connestoga
College

Diameter 285km

238km

AS549
Onet Toronto

0km

83km

0km

0km

AS2767
AT&T Canada
Telecom Services
Company

AS808
Canadian
Res. Network

AS239
Univ. of Toronto

Fig. 1.

AS Cluster around Toronto, Canada

We laim that the geographi al distan es between autonomous systems that
are represented by the nodes of a single luster are small. To apture the geographi al distan es of a luster more pre isely, we de ne the luster diameter as
the maximum geographi al distan e between any two of its ASes. In Figure 1, the
maximum distan e is 285 kilometers between AS 18621 and AS 19737. For the
al ulation of the luster diameter, it is not ne essary that a dire t link exists
between the most distant ASes. The idea is to on ne a geographi area or
region in whi h all ASes are lo ated. The validity of our laim an be intuitively
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understood by the fa t that periphery nodes represent small networks that are
onne ted to large providers to obtain Internet onne tivity (represented by
ore nodes) and to other small networks that are lo ated in lose vi inity. It is
neither e onomi ally nor te hni ally reasonable for a periphery network to install
a dire t link to another periphery network that is far away (from a geographi al
point of view). Our hypothesis is veri ed by deriving the luster diameters for
AS onne tivity graphs ( ontaining several thousand ASes) onstru ted from
update messages olle ted at di erent points in time over the last two years. For
a des ription of the test methodology and the exa t results, onsult Se tion 6.
4.2

Dete tion Te hniques and Limitations

Based on the partition of the AS onne tivity graph into ore and periphery
nodes and the observation that the luster diameter is small, we de ne the
following two onstraints that a valid AS PATH must satisfy.
1. The sequen e of autonomous systems in an AS PATH may only ontain a
single subsequen e of ore ASes. That is, a path that has traversed and left
the ore may never enter the ore again.
2. All onse utive pairs of periphery ASes in an AS PATH must either be part
of the same luster or, when they establish a link between two previously
un onne ted lusters, must be in lose geographi al vi inity.
The rst onstraint ensures that valid routes between two periphery ASes
only traverse the ore on e and do not detour through a di erent periphery system before rea hing the destination. As the ore represents the ba kbone of the
Internet, it is apable of delivering pa kets between any two periphery lusters
dire tly. This onstraint is also dis ussed in [33℄ and [8℄. Both authors observe
that valid paths traverse the ore only on e and do not have any intermediate
periphery nodes.
The se ond onstraint refers to dire t onne tions between periphery systems.
As shown in Se tion 6, periphery ASes that are dire tly onne ted are in a lose
geographi al vi inity. When two periphery ASes are onse utively listed in an
AS path, a dire t link between these two is indi ated. When a link between the
two ASes already exists or when both belong to the same luster, the onne tion
is onsidered legitimate. When the link onne ts two previously un onne ted
lusters, the geographi al distan e between the two ASes has to be al ulated.
To be a valid update message, this distan e has to be below a ertain, adjustable
threshold that an also depend on the diameter of the two lusters involved. For
our experiments, this threshold is set to the maximum between the sum of the
two luster diameters and 300 kilometers1 .
The two aforementioned onstraints allow us to validate ertain properties of
the AS paths in BGP update messages. For example, a mali ious periphery AS
1

300 kilometers was hosen as a reasonable low value to apture the notion of lose
proximity. The threshold was sele ted prior to the evaluation and was not tuned to
improve the experimental results afterwards.
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that attempts to raft an invalid path to a vi tim usually annot simply announ e
a dire t route to the vi tim's AS. This is be ause su h a dire t link would violate
the se ond onstraint (assuming that the mali ious AS and the vi tim are far
enough away). In ase the mali ious nodes attempts to evade dete tion and
inserts a ore AS between itself and the vi tim's AS, the advertisement of this
new route to any ore AS would result in a sequen e of ore nodes that is
interrupted by the o ending AS. Su h an update message would then violate
the rst onstraint.
An obvious restri tion of the topology-based approa h is that only onne tions between periphery ASes an be validated using the geographi al distan e
measurement. When a ore node installs a new, dire t route to another node
(whi h may be either periphery or ore), there is no reason why this announ ement should be distrusted. It is perfe tly reasonable to on lude that simply
another dire t link has been established. This limitation, however, only a e ts
updates sent by large providers. Sin e these organizations usually employ network monitoring and implement high se urity standards, the threat that emanates from them is small ompared to lo al providers or ompanies. Also note
that this limitation does not a e t updates that providers re eive from their
peers. They an still be he ked and potential problems dete ted.
Another limitation prevents the dete tion of invalid updates when an AS
laims that is has a dire t onne tion to another autonomous system that is
in a lose geographi al vi inity. In this ase, the distan e between the nodes
representing the atta ker and the vi tim AS is short and the model assumes
that a valid, dire t route has been installed. This allows a mali ious AS to a e t
routing to other ASes that are lo ated nearby. However, only a limited number
of periphery ASes are lo ated lose to any spe i autonomous system. This puts
a limit on the number of potential targets and the freedom that the atta ker has
in hoosing the vi tim. When an atta ker attempts to forge a route to a distant
AS, our system is apable of dete ting the invalid path update.
The problem of dynami ally updating the network model is left for future
work. In our urrent design, it is ne essary to rebuild the network model when
the underlying topology hanges in an extent that auses a signi ant raise in
the number of false alarms. Note, however, that the network topology model an
be built very fast. The model reation pro ess required, for our experiments,
update messages olle ted in a period of less than a day before it onverged.
Convergen es was rea hed when new update messages did not result in any
new information inserted into the graph for more than six hours. The dete tion
pro ess also exhibits a ertain robustness against invalid updates during the
model reation phase. Although invalid information is entered into the topology
graph, the defe t remains on ned lo ally.

5 Dete tion of IP Address Ownership Violation
An IP address ownership violation o urs when an AS announ es an IP blo k
that it is not entitled to. This announ ement is done by setting the NLRI eld
10

of the update message to the illegitimate IP range and transmitting it using an

AS PATH that starts with the mali ious AS. An AS that re eives su h a message

onsiders the originating mali ious AS authoritative for the announ ed IP blo k
and will forward orresponding pa kets there (given that it has not re eived a
more preferable path to that IP blo k from the legitimate owner).
This problem, also alled Multiple Origin AS (MOAS) on i t, was extensively studied by Zhao et al. [34℄. The authors point out that MOAS on i ts
o ur relatively frequently, and also provide several non-mali ious explanations
for this phenomenon.
One possibility to distinguish between mali ious and legitimate MOAS oni ts are BGP proto ol enhan ements, either using ryptographi solutions su h
as S-BGP [14℄ or proto ol extensions su h as MOAS lists [35℄. A MOAS list
ontains a list of all ASes that are entitled to announ e a ertain IP blo k, and
is atta hed to BGP route announ ements. Although individual MOAS lists an
be altered or forged, the solution relies on the ri h onne tivity of the Internet.
It is assumed that a router will, in addition to a mali ious MOAS list sent by
an atta ker, also re eive a valid MOAS list from a legitimate sour e, thus being
able to dete t the in onsisten y and raise an alarm.
In ontrast to that, we pursue a more nave strategy and attempt to prevent
as many MOAS on i ts as possible that originate from probably legitimate
on gurations. This is done by ignoring BGP updates with aggregated NLRI
elds or set COMMUNITIES attributes, as des ribed in more detail below. Also,
updates that announ e large IP ranges (in our ase, network masks with 8 or
less bits) are ex luded from our model. This approa h aims to redu e the number
of false positives, with the downside of an in reased false negative rate. Future
work will investigate improvements of this te hnique.
In our urrent approa h, we build a model that stores a mapping between
IP address blo ks and their respe tive, authoritative ASes to dete t address
ownership violations. This mapping is onstru ted from BGP update messages
during the model building phase. In the simplest ase, the IP address blo k that
a parti ular AS owns an be extra ted dire tly from update messages. An IP
range is announ ed by its owner by reating a suitable BGP UPDATE message
and sending it to the peering partners of the parti ular autonomous system. As
ea h AS forwards su h updates, it is required to prepend its own number to the
already existing AS PATH attribute. Thus the originating AS appears as the last
entry in the path list. Whenever our system observes a BGP message announ ing
an address blo k, the mapping between the IP range and its owner is inserted
into our model.
It is not a requirement that an AS a tually owns an IP blo k to be entitled
to announ e it. In fa t, it is possible (and quite ommon) that an autonomous
system would be granted the right to announ e a blo k for a related AS. All IP
pa kets that are forwarded to that AS are then orre tly relayed to the a tual
target. In su h a ase, however, the a tual owner is not supposed to announ e
the address blo k itself. For an external observer, it appears as if the address
blo k is owned by the AS that announ es it.
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Unfortunately, there are situations when the owner of an IP blo k annot
be identi ed easily. The most ommon reason is the aggregation of IP address
ranges. As previously stated, when an AS performs aggregation it laims that
it is the origin of the aggregated address spa e, e e tively masking the true
owners of the aggregated IP subranges. An autonomous system that performs
this step is required to tag this announ ement with a spe ial ag. This enables an
external observer to identify aggregated update messages as su h. A me hanism
similar to aggregation is used with ommunities. The COMMUNITIES attribute
was introdu ed in RFC 1997 [3℄ and is used to des ribe a group of autonomous
systems with ommon properties. It is used to ontrol the propagation of routing
information based on ommunities instead of IP pre xes and AS paths alone in
an attempt to simplify routing poli ies. When routes from di erent ASes that
belong to the same ommunity are aggregated, the aggregation tag is not set.
Nevertheless, the original sour e of an update an no longer be determined with
ertainty.
The straightforward solution to the problem of aggregated routes2 is to simply ex lude them from the analysis. Unfortunately, a mali ious AS ould then
evade dete tion by marking a route update as aggregated. Therefore, update
messages that announ e aggregated routes annot be dis arded immediately. Instead, we only dis ard these updates when the originating AS is a ore node.
In this ase, it is very probable that the NLRI eld ontains IP ranges of many
di erent destinations and the information annot be reliably utilized. In the ase
of a periphery node, however, a mapping between the aggregated IP blo k and
the orresponding AS is installed. When a periphery AS aggregates routes, we
assume that the aggregated IP blo ks are unlikely to be announ ed independently by the a tual owner (that is a periphery AS as well). This assumption
is on rmed by the low false alert rate that our system produ es (as shown in
Se tion 6).
The knowledge of IP address ownership helps to dete t atta ks or mis on gurations where an AS announ es an address blo k that is not under its authority. UPDATE messages that ontain addresses in their NLRI eld that are already
owned by someone else are lassi ed as mali ious. For similar reasons as outlined
above, we dis ard all aggregated routes that originate at ore nodes.
In general, the ownership of an address is relatively stable. Although apping
onne tions or broken links may ause a spe i route to ertain target addresses
to be withdrawn, we annot delete the address binding from our database as the
ownership of the respe tive blo k has not hanged. The problem of hanges in
the ownership of IP blo ks an be solved in two ways. One approa h involves a
human operator that noti es the in rease of alleged atta ks aused by lashing
IP blo ks and removes the old binding after making sure that the alerts are
in orre t. Then, the new owner of the now va ant address an be entered into
the model and normal operation ontinues. A more sophisti ated automated
me hanism determines whether the previous owner has re ently announ ed the
2

In the following dis ussion, the term aggregated routes applies to update messages
with ommunity attributes as well.
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disputed IP blo ks. When a suÆ ient amount of time has elapsed sin e the last
announ ement, the new owner is onsidered to be legitimate and ownership is
transferred.

6 Experiments
We have developed several riteria that help to assess the validity of routing
data using an underlying model of the global routing infrastru ture. Our model,
onsisting of the mapping of IP pre xes to ASes and the AS onne tivity graph,
is built by pro essing routing updates olle ted at Looking Glass sites su h as the
one run by the University of Oregon [32℄. Looking Glass sites are passive BGP
peers that maintain onne tions to a number of major BGP routers throughout
the Internet and obtain the routers' forwarding tables as well as any UPDATE
messages the routers re eive. This allows one to get BGP data from multiple
vantage points in di erent lo ations. The data is ar hived and made publi ly
available.
The te hniques des ribed in the previous se tions have been implemented
to dete t potentially invalid route messages sent by BGP peers. Note that the
dete tion system does not have to be installed at the a tual BGP routers. Instead, in a setup that is similar to the one used by Looking Glass sites, UPDATE
messages an be forwarded by routers to a regular desktop ma hine where the
analysis an be performed.
The empiri al evaluation of our approa h uses BGP data olle ted during four
di erent weeks over the last two years. The rst data set ontains BGP update
messages olle ted during the week starting from April 5th , 2001, the se ond
set starting from January 10th , 2002, the third set starting from September
15th , 2002, and the fourth starting from Mar h 3rd , 2003. The rst day of ea h
week was used to build the IP address to AS mapping and the AS onne tivity
graph. The subsequent six days were then used as an input for the dete tion
pro ess. We assume that the day utilized for the model reation phase is free
of any major in idents. However, minor mis on gurations are likely to o ur.
This results in a slightly impre ise topology graph, and thereby, might result in
in orre t dete tions. We laim that the e e t of these mis on gurations is small;
a laim that is supported by the evaluation of the quality of the model and the
dete tion pro ess in the following two se tions.
6.1

Model Validation

Our dete tion me hanisms depend upon both reliable lassi ation of ore and
periphery ASes, as well as the validity of the assumption that ASes making up
ea h luster in the periphery are geographi ally lose. Prior to investigating the
dete tion performan e of the system, this se tion explores these requirements in
more detail.
Table 1 provides statisti al data for ea h AS onne tivity graph onstru ted
from the BGP update messages of the rst day of the respe tive four data sets.
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The iterative algorithm for partitioning the AS onne tivity graph into ore
and periphery nodes (des ribed in Se tion 4.1) performs well. Upon removing
the ore, the remaining nodes in the graph fall into disjoint lusters. The total
number of ore AS nodes represent, on average, 12.6% of the total number of
nodes in the graph. This is in lose agreement with [10℄ and [33℄, whi h nd about
10% of ASes that onstitute the ore of the Internet. The number of nodes in
ea h luster is small, usually one, but there are also large lusters with a few
tens of nodes. Table 1 shows, for ea h data set, the number of lusters (Clusters)
as well as the maximum (Max. Size) and average number of nodes per luster
(Avg. Size).
Periphery
Core
Clusters Max. Size Avg. Size
Date
th
Apr. 5 , 2001
5831 (89.5%) 686 (10.5%)
4437
64
1.31
th
Jan. 10 , 2002 10592 (85.1%) 1860 (14.9%)
8692
72
1.20
Sep. 15th , 2002 12006 (87.1%) 1773 (12.9%)
9762
63
1.23
rd
6418
68
1.31
Mar. 3 , 2003 8422 (87.9%) 1162 (12.1%)
Table 1.

AS Conne tivity Graph Statisti s

For ea h luster, we al ulate the luster diameter as de ned in Se tion 4.1.
This requires determining the maximum geographi al distan e between any two
of its ASes. To obtain the distan e between two autonomous systems, it is ne essary to determine the lo ations for both ASes and to al ulate the great ir le
geographi distan e between them. The lo ation for an AS is extra ted from
the whois database entry of the appropriate lo al registry (ARIN [2℄ for the US
and Canada, RIPE for Europe, LACNIC [17℄ for Latin Ameri a and APNIC
[1℄ for Asia and the Pa i ). The whois entries in the ARIN database list the
ity, state and ountry for the autonomous system lo ation in expli itly marked
elds. This makes it straightforward to extra t the required data. The other three
databases, however, do not follow a standardized method of spe ifying lo ations.
Therefore, we have developed a parser that retrieves the provided organizational
des ription and onta t information for ea h AS and attempts to determine a
probable geographi al position. Manual inspe tion of a few hundred lo ations
indi ate that the extra tion of geographi al data is su essful. Additionally, our
results show that onne ted periphery ASes are in lose proximity (see Figure 2
below). Note, however, that the lo ation information is only useful for periphery
nodes. Although ore nodes have a spe i geographi lo ation as well, their
orresponding networks usually span a large geographi al area and, thus, this
information has less value. Only for peripheral ASes, the lo ation information is
meaningful.
Figure 2 is a log-s ale histogram plot that shows the distribution of luster
diameters for the four datasets onsidered in this evaluation. In all ases, the
fra tion of lusters whose diameter is greater than 300 kilometers is less than
14
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2.4%. There is a relatively small number of high-diameter (i.e.,  4000 km)
outliers in ea h plot. These are due to obviously in orre t or stale entries in the
whois database or are aused by spe ial purpose links operated by ASes that
are not lassi ed as ore nodes. For example, NASA operates a bran h oÆ e
in Mos ow with its own AS number and this AS has a dire t onne tion to a
lo ation in the US. However, the spe ial links are expe ted to be stable and the
installation of su h a onne tions is a relatively infrequent event. Therefore, we
do not expe t a noti eable in uen e on the number of false alerts; an assessment
that was on rmed by our measurements shown in Se tion 6.2. Note that we did
not manually hange any of these `anomalies' for the evaluation of the dete tion
pro ess, but we expe t them to ontribute to the observed false alarms.
6.2

Dete tion Evaluation

The dete tion approa h was evaluated on BGP data olle ted during four different weeks over the last two years. We used the rst day of ea h week to build
our models and the subsequent six days as an input to the dete tion algorithms.
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The rst two data sets are important to assess the dete tion apability of
our system as both hold tra es of signi ant mis on guration problems. The
rst data set (that starts on April 5th , 2001) ontains an in ident where Cable
and Wireless (AS3561) propagated more than 5000 improper route announ ements from one of its downstream ustomers [18, 7℄ that illegitimately laimed
large IP ranges. This lead to global onne tivity problems for about 90 minutes.
Clearly, the orresponding messages should be identi ed as IP address ownership
violations. The se ond data set (that begins on January 10th , 2002) ontains eviden e of a mis on guration where a ustomer propagated routes re eived from
its upstream provider to a peering partner [18℄. This peer then ontinued to
forward the routes to its own upstream provider, thereby advertising routes to
parts of the Internet through the ustomer AS itself. This mis on guration is
similar to an atta k where a periphery AS announ es a route to other periphery
ASes through itself and the involved updates should be lassi ed by our system
as invalid AS paths.
The third and fourth data set are, after reviewing the mailing list of the
North Ameri an Network Operators' Group [25℄ for the periods in question, free
of major atta ks or mis on gurations. These two weeks serve as more re ent
data to verify that our assumptions about the AS onne tivity graph are valid
and to provide an estimate for the false positive rate for the Internet at present.
Table 2 provides the results of our dete tion system. For ea h data set ( olle ted over six days), the table shows the total number of pro essed update
messages, the number of IP address ownership violations and the number of invalid AS paths that were reported. All alerts are lassi ed as either orre t or
in orre t. An alert is lassi ed as orre t when it is obviously related to one of
the two in idents in the rst two data sets as des ribed above. All other alerts
are lassi ed as in orre t. Closer examination of the in orre t alerts reveals that
a large per entage is due to the mis lassi ation of periphery nodes that are
in fa t part of the ore. Su h mis lassi ations o ur mainly for autonomous
systems lo ated in Asia or Eastern Europe. The update messages olle ted from
Route View mostly ontain traÆ sent between ASes in Europe and the US, resulting in an AS onne tivity graph that is sparse for other regions. As the node
lassi ation relies on the degree of onne tivity, ore nodes in those regions may
not have enough neighbors in our graph and are thus labeled as periphery. To
obtain more pre ise data from these regions, we would require BGP data from
routers lo ated in there. Other in orre t alerts might have been the result of
a tual mis on gurations, but no supporting eviden e was found for the relevant
dates on the network operator mailing list [25℄ and the alerts had to be lassied as in orre t. Another possible ause are invalid data utilized to reate the
network topology model.
Note that the numbers in Table 2 re e t unique violations. That is, when multiple invalid update messages with identi al routing information are observed,
only one alert is produ ed. This shows the potential tremendous impa t of a single mis on guration on the global infrastru ture. For example, the 2148 di erent
16

address ownership violations dete ted during one day of the rst test week were
the result of a single in ident.
Week
Update
Address Violation
Invalid AS Path
starting at
Messages Corre t In orre t Corre t In orre
Apr. 5th , 2001
1,507,673
2148
18
0
th
Jan. 10 , 2002 5,918,085
0
23
76
0
23
0
Sep. 15th , 2002 7,065,598
rd
5,499,401
0
14
0
Mar. 3 , 2003
Table 2.

t
0
0
0
0

Alert Overview

It is interesting to observe that the properties of the network graph as well as
the behavior of the system do not hange noti eably for the test sets that re e t
samples from a period of over two years. This indi ates that our assumptions
are stable and that dete tion an be performed reliably.

7 Future Work
This se tion gives an overview of our plans to extend the se urity model as well
as our presented te hnique.
A useful extension of the proposed approa h to BGP se urity is the in lusion
of BGP poli ies. BGP speakers usually de ne poli ies that restri t the information ex hange with their respe tive neighbors and in uen e routing de isions.
This allows us to determine whether the urrent network graph onforms to
the spe i ed poli ies and raise an alarm in ase a deviation is dete ted. Su h
deviations ould either result from mis on gurations or mali ious behavior.
The presented design does not automati ally take into a ount hanges of IP
address ownership and the removal of onne tions between autonomous systems.
It would be desirable to determine when IP address blo ks have been transferred
between ASes without the intervention of an operator that has to remove the
binding from the database. This ould be done by in luding information from the
Route Arbiter Proje t [29℄ or from mis ellaneous network information enters.
Also, the information in withdrawal messages is not utilized. This is be ause it
is not straightforward to extra t topology information from su h updates.

8 Con lusion
The Border Gateway Proto ol is the de fa to standard for inter-domain routing
in today's Internet. Although proto ol design weaknesses and implementation
aws in many devi es running BGP are well-known, it is diÆ ult to over ome
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them. The huge base of installed equipment and the fa t that, despite several
su essful atta ks, global routing seems to work satisfa torily reate an enormous
relu tan e to the adoption of newer proto ols. Although approa hes su h as SBGP seem appealing at rst glan e, they have not been widely deployed. In the
meantime, the on ept of \se urity by obs urity" is the only prote tion against
potentially devastating atta ks.
We have developed a te hnique to validate routing data in BGP UPDATE
messages to prote t routers from installing falsi ed routes. The me hanism is
based on topology information of the autonomous systems onne tivity graph
and geographi al data from whois databases. It is apable of identifying updates
where a mali ious or mis on gured router announ es illegitimate IP address
blo ks or invalid routes that do not exist. Our system an be applied immediately
and does not interfere with the existing infrastru ture.
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